Permanent Cosmetic Scar Camouflaging

Camouflaging Scars With Permanent Make-Up

Camouflaging Scars and their appearance is a personal aesthetic decision. Camouflaging scars using permanent makeup tattooing is possible for small scars and large scars. Permanent cosmetic scar camouflaging can successfully reduce the appearance of scars and in some cases eliminate the appearance of scars. Each person is unique as is their scar tissue and should be evaluated before proceeding with permanent cosmetic scar camouflaging.

Scar Camouflage Is An Advanced Specialty.

Potential clients should know micro pigmentation to camouflage scars uses advanced cosmetic procedures and they need to feel very comfortable with the
skill level of their scar camouflage specialist. Before selecting a scar camouflage technician - Ask Questions! Have they taken the advanced continuing education courses in this specialized area you are considering? Does your local permanent cosmetic clinician have the required certificates or licenses to perform the necessary procedures to camouflage scars or any other permanent cosmetic procedures? Most, insurance companies do not cover scar reduction procedures for persons practicing without additional training and experience in the industry. Prior to permanent make up scar reduction, multiple surgeries are required to restore facial features for those people who have been in serious accidents. However, once their plastic surgery heals, permanent makeup and scar camouflaging can begin to help restore a normal appearance both artistically and scientifically.

Permanent Cosmetic Scar Camouflaging

Does It Really Work?

Permanent Makeup, Micro-pigmentation, Derma-graphics. Whatever name you choose to use to describe the process of permanent make up and its use to hide large scars or eliminate small scars, the procedures are the same as are the results also known as permanent cosmetic scar camouflage. Permanent Derma graphic Micro Pigmentation Cosmetic Makeup is the process of depositing microns of colored pigment into the dermal layer of the skin. Many permanent make up application procedures are achievable and are helping men and women regain self-esteem and confidence with the restoration of eyebrows, enhancing lip lines, eliminating the time, the hassle and the cost of traditional make up applications and providing a permanent make up alternative - applying permanent eyeliner, designer eye liner eye shadow and camouflaging skin imperfections and scars. I have a wide variety of permanent makeup pigment colors I use to ensure the best combination of colors to match your natural skin color and hair color when needed to cover up scars.

Scar Camouflage Is A Complex Micro Pigmentation Procedure. Remember! Scar micro pigmentation is a special skin procedure and should only be administered by a licensed permanent cosmetic master artist. Permanent pigmentation treatments on scars require several cosmetic techniques. Blending
scars with the natural skin tone of the client can be achieved in several ways to camouflage scars just be sure you investigate the credentials of anyone performing permanent cosmetics/make up procedures.

**Camouflage Eyebrow Scars.**
Cuts and stitches are common injuries in the eyebrow area leaving scars and bald areas that never grow back. Permanent eyebrow strokes can be applied to simulate eyebrow hairs eliminating the need for daily eyebrow pencil applications. Men with patches of facial scars in their beard or moustache often choose permanent makeup as a solution to topical makeup blending pigment with the existing facial hair.

**Camouflage Eye Lash Hair Loss.**
Eyelash enhancement techniques are used with permanent eyeliner to fill in and mimic on both men and women.

**Camouflage Scars On or Around The Lips.**
The lip line and the lip color, to camouflage scars, is developed by the scar specialist and restores the appearance of the natural lip in stages even in the worst cases. Custom pigments are mixed according to the clients skin tone, ethnic background, hair and eye color to achieve the best results in covering scars.

**Blending Pigments To Camouflage Scars.**
Photographs are a great help in redesigning and restoring your natural appearance so bring them with you when come for your free scar camouflage consultation evaluation. The primary concern in camouflage pigmentation is to correct skin color defects and give the illusion of smoother skin. Various techniques to blend skin tones such as adding freckles may require additional visits. With patience the final goal is achieved restoring self-image and self-esteem.

**Are There Risks Or Drawbacks To Scar Camouflage?**
**You Will Not Be Able To Tan The Treated Area.**

Unfortunately, this procedure will not be successful for sunbathers. Tanning in the sun or a tanning bed permanently changes the amount of pigment and
melanin in your skin. Prolonged or consistent exposure to the sun will detract from the desired effect and may cause discoloration in the scarred area.

**What Is The First Step For Scar Camouflaging?**

**Scar Evaluation Consultations.**  
Consultations are an absolute prior to any permanent makeup procedures. A design treatment plan must be agreed upon by both the clinician and the client. It is important to understand the limitations of permanent makeup that vary with each individual. Facial scar camouflaging may involve multiple sessions over a period of months with extreme precision on a precise schedule.

**Scar Camouflagge Techniques . . .**

**Scar Camouflaging / Scar Smoothing.**  
Most of us have scars. If you have any scars that are on the face, neck or parts of the body which make you self conscious of the way you look, then my Scar Camouflaging and Scar Smoothing procedures are right for you.

**Scar Camouflaging.**  
For Scars that are discolored and don't match the surrounding skin color, I use the same techniques as I do for permanent makeup. Pigment is applied to the underlying skin tissue to permanently match the surrounding skin color as discussed above.

**Scar Smoothing.**  
For scars where the skin isn't smooth and/or the skin is too tight from larger scars or burn scars, the Stippling Process is used. These treatments are quick, relatively painless, all natural and long lasting. Stippling does NOT involve shots, poisons or chemicals and does not effect the underlying muscles of the face and neck. The Stippling procedure is a process and can take a few sessions, but the results are as amazing on scars as they are on my Wrinkle Reduction Treatment. This procedure takes advantage of your own body's healing process in which your body floods the treated areas with natural collagen.

The same digitally-controlled pen (needle) used to apply pigment for permanent makeup is used to smooth scars, except no pigment is used. The permanent makeup needle punctures the skin in and around the scarred tissue, triggering
the body to attack the treated area with natural collagen to repair itself. Smoothing scars may require 2 or 3 treatments per area, so as to maximiz the results. For the first 3 or 4 days after the scar smoothing treatment, the area will look like it has been scratched. This "scraped" appearance is normal and will gradually disappear during the healing process (within a few weeks).
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